We study the Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensional plane Couette flow geometry subject to streamwise constant initial conditions and perturbations. The resulting two dimensional/three component (2D/3C) model has no bifurcations and is globally (non-linearly) stable for all Reynolds numbers R, yet has a total transient energy amplification that scales like R3. These transients also have the particular dynamic flow structures known to play a central role in wall bounded shear flow transition and turbulence. This suggests a Highly Optimized Tolerance (HOT) model of shear flow turbulence, where streamlining eliminates generic bifurcation cascade transitions that occur in bluff body flows, resulting in a flow which is stable to arbitrary changes in Reynolds number but highly fragile in amplifying arbitrarily small perturbations. This result indicates that transition and t.urbulence in special streamlined gmmetries is not a problem of linear or nonlinear instability, but rather a problem of robustness.
Introduction
Hydrodynamic stability theory (in both its linear and non-linear forms) provides excellent predictions of transition Reynolds numbers and scenarios for a variety of well studied flows such as Rayleigh-Benard convection and Taylor-Couette flow 1111. Statistical theories and various turbulence models provide good predictions of the statistics of fully-developed, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence 11, 21. More elusive is the case of wrall hounded, high shear flows in nrhich both transition and turbulence modelling appears to he significantly more difficult. The nearly stream-wise constant, elongated structures that play a dominant, role in transition and turbulence in wall bounded high shear flows 118,211 are not well explained by the standard stabi1it.y transition or isot,ropic turbulence theories. Recent research 123, 20, 31 has shown that a non-modal analysis ' of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations yields a much better description of transition, but attempts at finding a secalled "self-sustaining mechanism'' [26, 27, 281 are still inconclusive. We will explore attempts to reconcile these apparent contradictions between theory and experiment in perhaps the simplest and most extreme case, that of plane Couette flow.
Main results
The standard incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and boundary conditions in this case are
with flow fields V = (U, U, w), pressure p , and (1) Difficult questions remain however regarding the validity of this linearized picture for nonlinear regimes, especially since R3 energy growth means that high R flow transients can be very large even for vanishingly small initial perturbations. This paper is a first step towards developing the required global, nonlinear view.
Given that the linearized R3 energy growth is not only largest for streamwise constant flows, but also drops off sharply with increasing streamwise variation 191, a natural starting point is to consider streamwise constant initial conditions in (1)-(2), which produce streamwise constant solutions. To derive this model, we take the above NS equations and set all partial derivatives with respect to the stream-wise direction (x in our geometry) to zero. We call this the Two Dimensional/Three Component (2D/3C) model since it represents the dynamics of the 3 component flow fields U ) U , w and pressurep as functions of the two spanwise spatial variables (y, 2). It is convenient to recast these equations into the so-called evolution form by defining a "cross-sectional" stream function $ and rewriting (1) as 
(AP), = -qz(AP)y + *,(AP), + A 2 @ , (8) where r := t / R and
with zero boundary conditions as in (6), and no scaling in the spatial dimensions y,z. Note that these equations are independent of R. We will use this to ulti- where /I Ily,z is shorthand for the indicated integral.
After some algebra it can be shown that this quadratic form is indeed a Lyapunov function for the system (8), i.e.
& ( T )
= -/I ( q z z ) * + z(*zy)'+ ( q y y ) ' lly,z < 0, (11) and hence (8) which is equation (12) without the first two terms. In this last equation, Pa acts as an input to an asymptotically stable system, because the system oT = A 0 is the heat equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions, and is therefore exponentially stable. Furthermore, the input qz has expopentially decaying energy. These two facts imply that U in equation (16) decays-asymptotically to zero. This in turn implies that U in equation (12) decays asymptotically to zero.
The previous analysis implies that both E* and Eg decay asymptotically to zero. Ea decays monotonically to zero, but E g may increase in a transient manner before it asymptotically decays to zero. The final conclusion is that the kinetic energy E* + Efi of the deviation from plane Couette flow decays asymptotically to zero from any initial condition of (7-8). Note that E* + Eg is not a Lyapunov function for this system since it does not decay monotonically.
To study transient response to initial conditions, consider the Total Transient Energy Growth &T defined by
where we define G(y, z, t ) = u(y, t, t ) -0 (the perturbation dependent on R) and E*(t) and Ec(t) in an analogous manner to (10) and (14) . Clearly, ET is a functional on the initial states of the system (4-5), i.e.
ET ($(O),u(O))
, and it describes an integral measure of the perturbation trajectory excursion given an initial condition perturbation. The following are immediate consequences of (9) m m
E+(O) = &&(O), i E + ( t ) d t = a i E q ( r ) d~.
Furthermore, since the energy relations between P and U are capt,ured by (16), we have that
where k, is the square of the gain of the linear mapping between P and 6' in (16). This gain is non-zero due to the presence of nominal shear # 0. Using the definition of ET and the relat.ions above, we compute
To compare this with the initial state's enera, we as. sume that $0) = 0, and compute = and note that the last fraction is independent of R since it involves P(T), which represents the dynamics evaluated at R = 1. In particular, this last, computation shows that the ratio between ET and initial state energy scales like R3. This happens for initial states for which $(O) # 0, but C(0) = 0. Note that the R3 term is due to the subsequent growth in the energy of the C term, while the corresponding growth in the $ term scales like R. hfore importantly, R3 growth occurs when k, # 0, which is the gain of the system (16) that represents the coupling from normal and spanaise velocity perturbations to streamwise velocity perturbations. It occurs due to the.presence of the background shear ov.
Roughly speaking, the R3 growth is a combination of time dilation by R, and magnitude growth of i ' K R2.
We summarize our results in the following theorem, for which the above argument is the sketch of a proof.
Theorem 1 Consider the 2D/3C model (4-5)
1. Plane Couette pow 0 = y is globally osymptoticdly stable for all Reynolds numbers R.
For initial conditions (ii(0)
for some k which is independent of R.
That the 2D/3C model is globally stable at all Reynolds numbers partially explains the difficulties that researchers have encountered in trying to discover bifurcation transition routes to turbulence in 3D plane Couette Row. Our second result that total perturbation energy growth scales like R3 in the non-linear 2D/3C model further suggests that bifurcation transitions may not be required. While we have thus obtained striking and encouraging confirmation in our nonlinear 2D/3C model of the observations made using the linearized 3D/3C CLNS model, much more work is needed to complete a global nonlinear 3Dj3C picture of transition and turbulence. An obvious next step is to understand how the large transient 2D/3C solutions evolve when perturbed away from their streamwise constant solutions within the full 3D/3C NS equations.
Remarks
Perhaps most importantly, the above results motivate the argument. t.hat to understand transition and turbulence in plane Couette Row, it is necessary to include an explicit uncertainty analysis. While we have focused on initial condition perturbations, the 2D/3C model will have extreme sensitivities to external excitation and unmodeled dynamics as well. These can be thought of as forces that are external t.o the exact NS equations, and could arise from such things as thermal fluctuations, free stream disturbances, wall roughness, wall vibrations, and non-newtonian effects. We reviewed briefly how this uncertainty analysis can be performed on linearized versions of this model, and how this analysis leads to stream-wise vortices and streaks as the robustly dominant flow structures at high Reynolds numbers. Simulation has so far been our only tool to confirm these observations in the nonlinear 2 D / X model. Further quantification of the sensitivity of the non-linear 2D/3C model to unmodeled dynamics and external noise requires more technical machinery from robust control theory. These problems, as well as new experimental studies of the details of transitional flows, is the subject of current work [Q, 12, 13).
The globally stable but extremely sensitive high R flows studied here perfectly illustrate the "robust, yet fragile" characteristic of Highly Optimized Tolerance (HOT), which arises in general when deliberate robust design aims for a specific level of tolerance to nncertainty. In 18, 171, the role of design in producing high yield percolation lartices was studied. Random lattices have low yield which is maximized at criticality, whereas highly designed HOT lattices can have high yields, but are hypersensitive to design flaws and modeling assumptions. In flows, an important design is streamlining for low drag. Plane Couette flow is merely an extreme example of a very streamlined flow geometry, and many of the conclusions herein should apply to pipes, wings, and other streamlined scenarios. For example, the optimization in a pipe could be based on maximum mass flow rate for a given pressure drop. An airfoil shape is designed to trade off maximum lift versus minimum drag within a range of speeds. Both designs can be thought of as moving from a generic state of randomly twisted and bumpy pipes and bluff bodies to a more structured HOT state of smooth, straight pipes and airfoils.
This streamlining eliminates bifurcation transitions caused by instability to uncertainty in initial conditions, allowing highly sheared flows to remain laminar to high Reynolds number, just as critical phase transitions are eliminated in designed lattices. The resulting flows, however, become extremely sensitive to new perturbations which were previously irrelevant, again exactly as for percolation lattices. For flows, these newly acquired sensitivities are huge amplifications of very small perturbations like wall roughness, vibrations and other disturbances and unmodeled dynamics. These "robust, yet fragile" features are characteristic of HOT systems, which universally have high performance and high throughput, hut potentially extreme sensitivities to design flaws and unmodeled or rare perturbations. This paper supports the results in [8, 171 that strongly suggest that such HOT tradeoffs are inevitable consequences of high performance robust design, and are the central drivers in the complexity of engineering and biological systems. However, this emphasis on necessity and robustness is new and largely unexplored, particularly in the area of fluids, and this work is merely the first initial step in a new approach to design and control of unsteady flows.
